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Monuments and memorials are our ethi-
cal, social, and political companions. Their 
historic destiny is to preserve the memo-
ry of the past, while providing conditions 
for building a better future. As we renew 
our commitment to continue the strug-
gle for human and civil rights in the 21st 
century – in the face of repeated historic 
traumas, massive human injustices such 
as present-day mass incarceration, con-
tinued oppression and violence against 
women, LGBTQ communities, minorities, 
and immigrants – we understand the Mar-
tin Luther King Jr and Coretta Scott King 
Memorial (MLK/CSK Memorial) in Boston 
as a genuine call for action and proactive 
engagement for future generations. 

Articulating an approach to this project 
requires facing various artistic, design, 
site, historical, ethical, and social ques-
tions, such as: How can any of these sites 
in the Boston Common be meaningfully 
transformed into the Martin Luther King 
Jr. and Coretta Scott King Memorial? How 
can their voices, alongside other signifi-
cant voices, be welcomed into a new kind 
of public space? How might our proposals 
contribute to redefine the physical, polit-
ical, and cultural landscape in Boston? 
How can this project establish significant 
ethico-political dialogues with other sites 
of memory and struggle elsewhere in the 
world? How can we help frame collective 
and spontaneous acts of remembrance, 
as well as demand proactive engagement 
toward building a better world? 

We envision a Martin Luther King Jr and 
Coretta Scott King Memorial that ad-
dresses the unique relationship the Kings 
had with Boston, the seminal place in 
where they found themselves as individ-

uals. as a couple, and as partners in an 
unprecedented journey in American and 
world History. In this vein, we propose a 
project not only to  celebrate  their lives 
and accomplishments, but to invite pres-
ent and future generations to grapple 
with the fundamental lesson articulated 
by Coretta King:  “Struggle is a never 
ending process. Freedom is never real-
ly won, you earn it and win it in every 
generation.” 

Indeed, as new generations of Bostonians 
and visitors, including new immigrants, 
will be invited to make of this memori-
al part of their own inherited and newly 
created identity, we have challenged our-
selves to make our proposal address the 
political dimension of the long continuing 
struggle for freedom and civil rights, in 
Boston, in the U.S., and in the world.

Our proposal thus envisages the creation 
of a public space and forum for engage-
ment, nested in the Boston Common, 
that will invite reflection and intercon-
nections, at multiple levels and scales of 
interaction, in order to foster learning, 
conversation, debate and action. We be-
lieve this should be a public space where 
the Kings’ call to action with be heard, 
heeded, debated and acted upon; a space 
that will welcome civic celebrations and 
public assembly; and a space that will 
become a new ground for contemporary 
activism. As we continue the struggle 
against the three evils that King spoke 
about and fought against -poverty, rac-
ism, militarism- we hope that this memori-
al will serve as an affirmation of life, love, 
fellowship and community, embodying a 
welcoming message, in and from Boston, 
for generations to come.

APPROACH

The ultimate measure 
of a man is not where he 
stands in moments of 
comfort and convenience, 
but where he stands at 
times of challenge and 
controversy. 
Martin Luther King, Jr.

“

“



“Now is the accepted time, not tomorrow, 
not some more convenient season. It is today 
that our best work can be done and not some 
future day or future year. It is today that we 
fit ourselves for the greater usefulness of 
tomorrow. Today is the seed time, now are 
the hours of work, and tomorrow comes the 
harvest and the playtime.”

“If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Power concedes 
nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will.”

One is astonished in the study of 
history at the recurrence of the 
idea that evil must be forgotten, 
distorted, skimmed over. We must not 
remember that Daniel Webster got 
drunk but only that he was a splendid 
constitutional lawyer. We must 
forget that George Washington was a 
slave owner . . . and simply remember 
the things we regard as creditable 
and inspiring. The difficulty, of 
course, with this philosophy is that 
history loses its value as an incentive 
and example; it paints perfect man and 
noble nations, but it does not tell the 
truth.

 “Young people have helped lead all our great movements. How inspiring to see it 
again in so many smart, fearless students standing up for their right to be safe; 
marching and organizing to remake the world as it should be. We’ve been waiting for 
you. And we’ve got your backs. 
As Americans, we respect human dignity, even when we’re threatened, which is why 
[we] condemn the persecution of women, or religious minorities, or people who are 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender. We do these things not only because they’re 
right, but because they make us safer.”

“No nation can now shut itself up from the surrounding 
world, and trot round in the same old path of its 
fathers without interference. The time was when such 
could be done. Long established customs of hurtful 
character could formerly fence themselves in, and do 
their evil work with social impunity. Knowledge was 
then confined and enjoyed by the privileged few, and the 
multitude walked on in mental darkness. But a change 
has now come over the affairs of mankind. Walled 
cities and empires have become unfashionable. The arm 
of commerce has borne away the gates of the strong 
city. Intelligence is penetrating the darkest corners 
of the globe. It makes its pathway over and under the 
sea, as well as on the earth. Wind, steam, and lightning 
are its chartered agents. Oceans no longer divide, but 
link nations together. From Boston to London is now a 
holiday excursion. Space is comparatively annihilated. 
Thoughts expressed on one side of the Atlantic, are 
distinctly heard on the other. The far off and almost 
fabulous Pacific rolls in grandeur at our feet. The 
Celestial Empire, the mystery of ages, is being solved. 
The fiat of the Almighty, “Let there be Light,” has not 
yet spent its force. No abuse, no outrage whether in 
taste, sport or avarice, can now hide itself from the 
all-pervading light. The iron shoe, and crippled foot 
of China must be seen, in contrast with nature. Africa 
must rise and put on her yet unwoven garment. “Ethiopia 
shall stretch out her hand unto God.” In the fervent 
aspirations of William Lloyd Garrison, I say, and let 
every heart join in saying it.”

“I want our young people to know that they matter, 
that they belong. So don’t be afraid. You hear me, young 
people? Don’t be afraid. Be focused. Be determined. Be 
hopeful. Be empowered. Empower yourself with a good 
education. Then get out there and use that education to 
build a country worthy of your boundless promise. Lead 
by example with hope; never fear.” 

W. E. B. Du Bois

Barack Obama

Michelle Obama

Frederick Douglass

Frederick Douglass

Angela Davis

Gary Younge

HUNDREDS OF YEARS OF VOICES

“I’m no longer accepting 
the things I cannot 
change…  I’m changing the 
things I cannot accept.”



Voice
Love

Non-Violence
Fellowship
Community

Justice
Action

THE ripple effects
Martin Luther King and Coretta King have hoped that 
their prophetic commitment, powerful words, and calls 
for action, will not only reach the hearts and minds of 
great number of people to whom they spoke, but also 
that these people, in turn, will further spread and dis-
seminate such words among their families, immediate 
social circles and beyond and turning these words into 
deeds in larger world and through generations.

The great civil rights movement inspired and led by the 
Kings, was not only a direct result of the public power 
of their moral and social philosophy, their words and 
calls for action, but was also the creation of a “ripple 
effect” of their ideas, voice and commitment.

Such ripples extend to all aspects of humanity includ-
ing ripples of voice, love, non-violence, fellowship, 
community, justice, and action. 



The project has embraced the historic and 
unique task of creating a monument not to 
a single hero but to a partnership of two ex-
traordinary people. It is designed as a living 
thing that must be continually reanimated and 
repurposed by the people who engage with it.  

The ultimate goal of the design scheme is to 
activate a complex public space in order to 
inspire learning, dialogue, and activism now 
and later. It is not only a symbolic ground for 
public gatherings, cultural activity, individual 
and group reflection and discussion but also 
a socially engaging interactive media environ-
ment.  

The proposal uses the Common to embed this 
dual monument in a deep history of activism, 
signaled by the memorial to Shaw and the 
54th Massachusetts Infantry, and to carry that 
meaning and purpose into the future.

The triangular site organized by a mound on 
the east side is reached by stairs and ramps, 
and a conjoined pair of sound-light towers, 
the Beacon Towers, on the west side. The Bea-
con Towers manifest in a clear form the dual 
subject of the monument, the partnership of 
Martin Luther King, Jr and Coretta Scott King. 
The mutual vibrations of their bells evoke the 
interplay of these two lives and voices that in-
spired and shaped each other. 

The Beacon Towers are designed to combine 
symbolism with action. They symbolize the 
continuing presence and inspiration and im-
pact of the Kings’ moral and social leadership, 
while at the same time — through the sounds 
of bells and the pulses of light-monitoring — 
they continually inform the visitors on the cur-
rent state of the emancipation process, glob-
ally, nationally, and in Boston. (Please see the 
separate description of the workings of the 
Memorial responsive media system). 

Emanating from the Beacon Towers, in the 
surface texture of the Memorial Ground, are 

ripples that evoke the “ripple effect” of the 
words, actions and leadership of The Kings. 
The ripples expand across the site and in-
tersect with the ripples coming from the 
mound that rises above. These ripples and 
cyphers are expressions of the community’s 
many voices on this new ground for activ-
ism. From this ground, The Mound creates 
a journey “to the mountaintop” culminating 
in a platform from which to view the paired 
Beacon Towers and the State House, and to 
bring into being a public community of en-
gaged visitors.  The space at the top can be 
used for Debates, for speaking to the pub-
lic, for conversation as well as for contem-
plation. A grove of trees will be planted to 
create shade and another kind of environ-
ment. The edge of the mound towards the 
Memorial Ground is designed as an amphi-
theater with seating areas.

Two richly evocative paths traverse the site 
and connect it beyond the Common to a 
broad temporal horizon that stretches from 
the deep origins of the Kings’ struggle to the 
unfinished work of the future. One is the 
Freedom Trail that is redirected here to the 
top of the mound. The other is an elevated 
walkway or bridge leading from the 54th 
Memorial across the Common past the bell 
Beacon Towers rising from below.

While the site is visually unified by the rip-
ples that connect the bell Beacon Towers to 
the mound, within that framework are dis-
tinct zones intended to activate the expe-
rience on the ground by creating a variety 
of scales and experiences of human inter-
action. 

The bridge provides the opportunity to em-
bed in the ground a chronology of moving 
oratory beginning with abolitionism in the 
19th century and leading to the struggles 
for justice and equality in the 21st century. In 
this way the Kings’ lives are set into a larg-
er story that remains unfinished. Below the 

bridge, a glass wall offers a more intimate 
and self-reflective encounter with written 
and spoken texts that teach and inspire. The 
reflective surface of the glass allows for the 
visitor to see themselves layered onto and 
within the context of the words., and in the 
company of ‘others’......inviting then a per-
sonal call to action for each individual 
who interacts with this glass wall. From the 
two Beacon Towers an open plaza allows a 
communal experience of the bells and 
the ripples of speech emanating from 
them, while on top of the mound a 
deliberately empty platform encourages 
visitors to look outward over the site and 
the city and inward toward each other in 
discussion, debate, and compact.

In this way the mutually engaged lives of 
the two Kings provide both inspiration and 
model for the mutual engagement of 
visitors to this memorial. The main idea 
here is to make the example of the Kings a 
catalyst for an ongoing process of 
transformation, in which the monument is 
continually defined and redefined. 
Monitoring the emancipation process in 
Boston, nationally, and in the world, it 
encourages and inspires experiences, 
resolutions, and actions of the people who 
visit it.

project Description



1965 March

Freedom Trail

Selected Site

Black Heritage Trail Landmarks

Black Heritage Trail

Coretta Scott King

““Freedom is never 
really won, you earn 
it and win it in every 
generation.

The Memorial Historic 
Geography / Context

After many studies for all three sites, 
we decided to locate our proposal in 
close proximity to the 54th Regiment/
Shaw Memorial, the State House and the 
Freedom Trail. We envision a constant 
dialogue between this site for remem-
brance, this site for action, and those 
other significant sites in Boston. 



THE BRIDGE

THE MOUND

THE BEACON
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THE MEMORIAL GROUND

THE 54TH REGIMENT
MONUMENT

THE RIPPLE EFFECT

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORARY VOICES OF CHANGE

ORIENTED WITH THE PARK STREET 
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The Memorial Concept 

The concentric pattern of the paths and benches along the Memorial 
grounds are emanating from the two Beacon Towers in large waves while 
“triggering” a creation of new circles. In this way, the Memorial ground 
symbolizes the ‘ripple effect’ of Martin Luther King Jr.’s and Coretta Scott 
King’s words and calls for action on American society and the world at 
large. 

Ripples emanate from the the Beacon Towers and from the Mound 
(expression of theirs and the community’s many voices onto this new 
ground for activism). Some of the ripples may carry thru the park as shown 
in the site plan to show the far reaching effects of the kings work. 



SITE PLAN

Park Street 
Church

State 
House

54th 
Regiment



THE BRIDGE THE BEACON
TOWERS

54TH REGIMENT/
SHAW MEMORIAL

EXCAVATIONORIGINAL SITE SECTION ELEVATING

SITE TRANSFORMATIONS

SITE ACTIVATIONS

Cutting into the site, revealing a virtual space 
for public occupation, education, activism and 
assembly.  

Building up the site to create a mound, a virtual 
mountain top, creating a natural pulpit for 
speaking, a space for gathering and vantage 
point to view the park. 

THE MOUND

TOP OF 54TH MEMORIAL

BASE OF 54TH MEMORIAL
PARAPET

PASSAGE AT 
STREET LEVEL

HISTORICAL
NARRATIVE

ALONG BRIDGE
PATHWAY

WALL OF
WORDS +
VOICES

INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE OF 
THE TOWERS

OPEN TO PATHS
AND PARK VIEWS

PARK AND SITE
VIEWPOINT &
PULPIT

SITE CONCEPT  / SECTION This proposal’s design proceeds through two fundamental, complementary gestures:  
exposure and immersion, which together create a layered, in-depth experience through 
which visitors will discover, interpret, contemplate, debate, and act. The proposal trans-
forms the ground of the site in the Boston Common, in order to anchor new meanings, 
stories, and memories, new ripples, in which visitors will find themselves immersed. 



Design 

View to The Memorial Ground, The Beacon Towers, The Mound and 
The Bridge, with State House in background 



Design 

Aerial View from the South



Section looking at the Wall of Words and the Bridge

View from 54th Regiment/Shaw Memorial

Design 



Section looking at the Mound

Evening view (The Beacon Towers and ripples)



Design 

View of Wall of Words and the Bridge above towards The Mound

The proposal eveals a ‘hidden’ ground beneath the surface of Common’s 
designated site in order to anchor new memories into a city and national 

narrative, itself a fragment of a global historical formation. 
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Design 
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THE RIPPLE 
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The Memorial Public Life
Programming + Activation

The proposal provides a rich new environment for memory of those who struggled and those who are 
committed to continue the struggle for civil rights in years to come. 

EVERYDAY SITE EXPERIENCE GUEST SPEAKER

SMALL GATHERINGS IN INTIMATE CIRCLES Speaker with screen projection

MARCH OR PROTEST ON BRIDGEAMPHITHEATER + PERFORMANCE



1. The Beacon Towers
THE MEMORY OF A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN TWO EX-
TRAORDINARY PEOPLE.  The project has embraced the 
historic and unique task of creating a monument not to 
a single hero but to two extraordinary people. The key 
symbolic element of the Memorial, the two standing side 
by side Beacon Towers, manifest in a clear form the dual 
subject of the monument, the partnership of Martin Luther 
King, Jr. and Coretta Scott King.

Clockwise: Plan Diagram, 
View of The Beacon Towers 
from The Mound, View of 
the Beacon Towers from 
above. 

Design
CONCEPTS 



2. The RIPPLE EFFECT
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SITE PLAN
scale 1:20

THE BRIDGE

THE TOWERS

THE MEMORIAL
GROUND

THE MOUND

THE RIPPLE
EFFECT

Emanating from the Beacon Towers, in the surface texture of 
the Memorial Ground, are ripples that evoke the “ripple effect” 
of the words, actions and leadership of The Kings. The ripples 
expand across the site and intersect with the ripples coming 
from the mound that rises above. These ripples and cyphers 
are expressions of the community’s many voices on this new 
ground for activism. From this ground, The Mound creates a 
journey “to the mountaintop” culminating in a platform from 
which to view the paired towers and the State House, and to 
bring into being a public community of engaged visitors. 

While the site is visually unified by the ripples that connect the 
bell towers to the mound, within that framework are distinct 
zones intended to activate the experience on the ground by 
creating a variety of scales and experiences of human inter-
action. 

Design
CONCEPTS 

Clockwise: Plan Diagram, 
View of ripples from above, 
View of the ripples  from 
south. 



3. The Bridge
Two richly evocative paths traverse the site and connect it be-
yond the Common to a broad temporal horizon that stretches 
from the deep origins of the Kings’ struggle to the unfinished 
work of the future. One is the Freedom Trail that is redirected 
here to the top of the mound. The other is an elevated walk-
way or bridge leading from the 54th Memorial across the 
Common past the bell towers rising from below. The bridge 
provides the opportunity to embed in the ground a chronol-
ogy of moving oratory beginning with abolitionism in the 19th 
century and leading to the struggles for justice and equality in 
the 21st century. In this way the Kings’ lives are set into a larger 
story that remains unfinished. 

Below the bridge, a glass wall offers a more intimate and 
self-reflective encounter with written and spoken texts that 
teach and inspire. The reflective surface of the glass allows 
for the visitor to see themselves layered onto and within the 
context of the words., and in the company of ‘others’.

Design
CONCEPTS 

Clockwise: Plan Diagram, 
View of The Bridge from 
below, View of The Bridge 
from the 54th Regiment 
Memorial.

Freedom
 Trail

21ST CENTURY

20TH CENTURY

19TH CENTURY

CHRONOLOGY FOR JUSTICE AND EQUALITY EMBEDDED IN THE SURFACE



4. the memorial ground
From the Beacon Towers an open plaza allows a communal 
experience of the bells and the ripples of speech emanating 
from them, while on top of the mound a deliberately empty 
platform encourages visitors to look outward over the site 
and the city and inward toward each other in discussion, 
debate, and compact. 
The spoken words MLK and CK will broadcast by a series 
of loud speakers installed along the recessed glazed wall of 
the Memorial. 
The cyphers represent fellowship and community interac-
tion that emanate their own ripples. These are designed as 
places of small group dialog and discourse with in the larger 
field of activism.

Design
CONCEPTS 

Clockwise: Plan Diagram, 
View of The Beacon Towers 
from The Mound, View of 
the Beacon Towers from 
above. 



5. the mound
The transfomation of the site creates a new kind of expe-
rience in relation to the ground of the common, and new 
spatial definition of the area of Freedom trail and the Mall.
As visitors move about the site, the mound creates a jour-
ney “to the mountaintop” culminating in a space from which 
to view the paired Beacon Towers and the State House, and 
to bring into being a public community of engaged visitors. 
The space at the top can be used for Debates, for speaking 
to the public, for conversation as well as for contemplation. 
A grove of trees will be planted to create shade and another 
kind of environment. The edge of the mound towards the 
Memorial Ground is designed as an amphiteater with seat-
ing areas. 

Design
CONCEPTS 

Clockwise: Plan Diagram, 
View of The Mound from 
above, View of The Mound 
from the 54th Regiment 
Memorial.



6. The Responsive
Memorial

The Beacon Towers will be equipped with a dynamic lighting 
and sonic system activated by the significant emancipatory 
events and achivements in Boston, US, and globally. Their 
interface will be algorithmically selecting from the media 
such events well simutaneusly with the influx of information 
received from social support organizations in greater Bos-
ton and Roxbury. The Beacon Towers will emit synchronized 
pulses of light in three diffrent colors and sounds of bell in 
three different tones. Such sound and light pulses will re-
spond to the unfolding events that greatly contribute to the 
decrease of poverty, racial inequality, violence and war.

The lighting system of concentric pattern of the paths and 
benches along the Memorial grounds will be activated by 
the visitors’ spoken statements, recorded in the testimonial 
media zones embedded in the ground-level section of the 
Beacons-Beacon Towers.

Clockwise: Plan Diagram, 
View to Beacon Towers, 
The Bridge

Design
CONCEPTS 



“There’s this big debate that goes on in America about what rights are: Civil rights, 
human rights, what they are? it’s an artificial debate. Because everybody has rights. 
Everybody has rights - I don’t care who you are, what you do, where you come from, 
how you were born, what your race or creed or color is. You have rights. Everybody’s 
got rights.”
JULIAN BOND

Examples of posters (1,2), Films (3),  
Floor Graphics (4,5)

Immersive Educational Experience
Roxbury Classroom 

1

4

2 3

5



TEAM + CREDITS

We are well aware through our combined past 
experiences that such project can only be real
ized though collaborative engagement and gen
uine dialogue and we are looking forward for re
ceiving an opportunity to join you in this process. 

Wodiczko + Bonder / Maryann Thompson  
Architects with Walter Hood, is an artistic and 
design partnership with a combined experience 
that ranges from temporary work such as design 
of participatory projections on monument and 
communicative urban equipment to design of 
residential, cultural and civic buildings, institutes, 
museums, memorials, landscapes and com
memorative public spaces.  Our work is based 
on a profound commitment to the advancement 
of democratic vitality and cultural and pedagog
ical value of public space through the creation 
of new transformative and communicative art, 
architecture, landscape and design. 

Our team is led by artist Krzysztof 
Wodiczko, architect Julian Bonder, and 
architect Maryann Thompson, along with 
landscape architect Walter Hood, as 
principals. We have included in our team 
scholars and experts on various fields. We 
have welcomed to our team: Thomas Long 
(Idea Collective) as Director of Content 
Design and Marcyliena Morgan (director of 
the Hip-Hop Archive and Research Institute at 
Harvard) for Content conversations and 
Community Outreach.

We also count with advice from Professor 
Kirk Savage (William Dietrich II Professor, at 
Pittsburgh University), who is acclaimed 
expert on Architecture, History and 
Monuments, Allen Sayegh (Invivia) as 
consultant for Media and Elgin Cleckley 
(mphatic design) to work with us on 
Roxbury Classroom. 

During this process we had also many 
other con versations, interviews and visits 
(including a visit by Julian Bonder to the King 
Center in Atlanta) with schol ars activists and 
thinkers. For our next phases our team will be 
joined by Malia Lazu (community outreach), 
Linnaea Tllett (lighting) and Evelyn Brooks 
Higginbotham as Senior advisor on content 
and history.

As a team, we are ready to develop and 
realize an artistic and design project that 
fully embodies public hopes, commitment 
and aspirations. Materials included in this 
presentation attempt to demonstrate that 
as awardwinning firms with notable 
combined experience in designing and 
building critical and political art projects, 
memorial projects, public spaces and 
institutional buildings that engage the public 
domain, Wodiczko + Bonder/ Maryann 
Thompson Architects along with Walter 
Hood can offer a unique perspective and 
creative approach to the creation of a 
Memorial to celebrate Martin Luther King 
Jr.’s and Coretta Scott King’s lives, legacy, 
works, and words. 

TEAM PRINCIPALS
Maryann Thompson (Maryann Thompson 
Architects) / GSD Harvard

Julian Bonder (Wodiczko + Bonder) 
Roger Williams University

Krzysztof Wodiczko (Wodiczko + Bonder) 
GSD Harvard

Walter Hood (Hood Design Studio) 
UC Berkeley

ADVISORS 
Thomas Long – Director for Content Design 
Five Colleges Associate Professor of Ar-
chitecture and Design / Idea Collective

Marcyliena Morgan  African American 
Culture - Professor in the Department of 
African and African American Studies & 
Executive Director of the Hiphop Archive - 
Harvard University

Kirk Savage – Senior Advisor - Monuments – 
History William Dietrich II Professor - 
University of Pittsburgh

Allen Sayegh – Media (Invivia)
GSD Harvard

Elgin Cleckley – Roxbury Classroom - 
(M-pathic design) University of Virginia

Linnaea Tillett – Lighting Consultant 
Linnaea Tillett Lighting Design Associates

Malia Lazu – Senior Community Liaison 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham – Senior 
Advisor - Department Chair, Victor S. 
Thomas Professor of History and of African 
and African American Studies, Harvard 
University 

Book and Presentation design
Thomas Long (Idea Collective)

CONVERSATIONS
Vince Brown (Charles Warren Professor 
of History and Professor of African and 
African American Studies, Harvard 
University)

Williams Julius Wilson (Lewis P. and Lin
da L. Geyser University Professor, 
Harvard University)

Barbara Henderson (King Center, Atlanta)

Reverend Jonathan Walton (Plummer 
Prof. of Christian Morals, Harvard Faculty 
of Arts & Sciences
Prof. of Religion & Society, Harvard Divin
ity School)

Reverend Burns Standfield (Pastor 
at Fourth Presbyterian Church. South 
Boston)

Danielle Allen (James Bryant Conant 
University Professor, and Director of Har
vard’s Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, 
Harvard University)

Elizabeth Thomas (Writer)

DESIGN COLLABORATORS
Kayen Montes
Ricardo Solar
Konstatine Papadimitrakopoulos 
Chris Winkler
Peter Romains
Christian Johnson
Andrew Kotleski
Sidney Ciarini
Dana Moore

RESEARCH COLLABORATORS
Eleni Christopoulos
Joshua Glass
Emma Rose

Sound 
Jeanette Fligler, Electroacoustic 
Composer

Krzysztof Wodiczko, Julian Bonder, Maryann Thompson, Walter Hood 



CONCLUSION

“

“The questions which one 
asks oneself begin, at least, 
to illuminate the world, 
and become one’s key to the 
experience of others.
James A. Baldwin

Our proposal seeks to illuminate questions and to welcome 

the presence of others, by mak ing ‘room’ in Boston’s Public 

Space for echoes and ripples coming from the Kings’ voices to 

be heard in humane an environment created for reflection and 

dialogue. We see this Memorial as active, responsive and emo-

tionally useful to both present and future generations in the 

continuing struggle toward the world free from war, organized 

violence, racial and religious conflict, and free from genocides 

and injustices. In line with such approach our proposal envis-

ages a participatory and social Memorial, that will become an 

active agent for culture and dialogue.

Memorial, Memento, Monument, like “Monitor”, or a guide, 

suggest not only commemoration, but also be aware, to mind 

and remind, warn, advise, and call for action. While addressing 

a plurality of publics and generations, the MLK-CSK Memorial 

will become a vessel for evocation and thinking, for democrat-

ic and pedagogic discourses, demanding responsibility and 

eliciting “response-ability” vis a vis the past and the future. Its 

ethics, esthetics and politics attempt to articulate questioning, 

discursive, interrogative, pedagogic and emotional potentials. 

As an affirmation of life, an affirmation of love, fellowship and 

community, the Martin Luther King Jr. & Coretta Scott King 

Memorial will become a place from which to engage in action 

towards a better world.




